
Request for Placement of an Item on the LLWC Board of Directors  

NEW BUSINESS  Agenda 

Today’s Date: 3-5-19 
Date of Board Meeting: 3-23-19 
Name of Requesting Party: Conservation Committee, Bill Zimmerman – Chairman 
Telephone: 989-335-4010 
E-mail Address: Bzimm41@me.com 
Jim West Secretary CC, Author 
Telephone 734-718-4135 
E-mail Address: jwhunter11@yahoo.com 
Estimate of Time Needed: 10 minutes 
 
Executive summary: The last two Conservation meetings there was discussion over signs 
“No Vehicles Past This Point Nov. 10 –Nov. 23” Six signs should be added where the 
Conservation Committee thinks make sense. (see the attached map) Two existing signs on 
the S-trail should be moved closer together to allow easier access. Currently there is a 1.2 
mile distance cut off from vehicle traffic, the proposed new locations will cut the distance 
to ½ mile. 
 
Board action Requested:  Approve the placement of six new signs and move two closer 
together on the S-trail. 
 
The Conservation Committee in attendance on 3-2-19 at the CC meeting approved the 
motion 7-0 to write and forward this BAR. 
 
Support 
 
Bill Zimmerman Chairman 
Larry Bacci, Vice Chairman 
Jim West Secretary 
Brian Deutschel 
Mike Jolly 
Adam Lucas 
Jeff Cattin 
 
Opposed 
None 
 
 

mailto:Bzimm41@me.com


Here is a map showing the new "No Vehicles Past This Point" signs that were approved at the last Conservation Committee meeting held on

February 2, 2019.  The new signs are marked as white arrows while the green tear drops are the existing signs.  The signs in Area 2 are not

new but are moved from other locations on "S" Trail to allow easier access.  With the old sign locations, there was 1.2 miles of "S" Trail that

were blocked off.  Now there is only 0.5 miles that are blocked.  Refer to the expanded sections below for better detail.







No Vehicle Past this Point Sign BAR

Back ground
During the summer of 2018, the trail sports sub-committee of the conservation 
committee completed a comprehensive GPS mapping update of the clubs extensive 
trail system.  All of the existing No Vehicle Past this Point Signs were recorded during 
this update.  The conservation committee “To Do List” for September includes a review 
of the posting of the No Vehicles past this Point Signs.   A formal presentation of the 
sign locations was made to the Conservation committee by Wayne Romantz at the 
November CC Meeting.    At this meeting it was determined that the club had (11) 
locations that likely should have NVPTP signs added.   Five of these locations 
historically had signs that were lost or removed for various reasons.   These (5) 
locations had the signs replaced by members of the conservation committee in early 
November.   Action on the remaining (6) locations was delayed until after the upcoming 
rifle deer season to help prevent confusion and frustration by the hunting membership.
These (6) missing sign locations was discussed as old business in the February and 
March conservation meetings.  The BAR is a result of these discussions.

Rational   New No Vehicle Past This Point Sign Locations
As the committee reviewed the updated electronic trail map it was noted that the 
primary and secondary roads were generally left open to traffic during the first week of 
gun season to provide hunter access.  The smaller ,third level, trails were generally 
closed to access. The 11 missing locations were identified as INCONSISTENT  with the 
approach used in other areas of the club.  In a couple of cases one end of a trail was 
closed with a sign but the other end was left open to traffic.  As it turned out these were 
all a case were the sign had gone missing.    It is believed the trails at the (6) new 
locations covered by this BAR were likely created after the initial NVPTP  signage was 
adapted and simply never addresses.  In most cases the trail is either a access road to 
a gas well or a field / opening.  Two of the six locations are on property that has been 
purchased in last 25 years.   Note that all sign locations are at an intersection or point 
were a vehicle can turn around and have a place to park.  We believe that in all cases 
the rifle hunters in the area will benefit from less vehicle traffic.   There is a risk that a 
rifle hunter may have a longer walk to a blind after the new signs are posted.  The 
committee will entertain  discussion with individual blind holders on the location of a sign 
if an issue is raised.
 
Rational    Relocation of NVPTP  signs on S trail.
During the trail map review it was noticed that there was a large inaccessable area on 
the south end of the club.   When we reviewed the electronic blind map it was noted that 
there are very few blinds in this area.  To improve accessability, the committee is 
recommending the change to the NVPTP signs on the S trail.   These new sign 
locations will continue to limit traffic on the S Trail  yet provide better access to the south 
end of the club.    The committee has also noted a lack of access and blinds up in the 
east central portion of the club.  We are currently looking for proposals and feedback in 
an effort to provide better access to this area.                                       Bill Zimmerman
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